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Question1: 

 

Answer 1: Ceiling mounted C-arm is in standard offering of most vendors. In angio suite ceiling rails 

are mounted anyway for monitor mount so ceiling suspended C-arm does not increase sterility issue, 

in fact it reduces it, as no foreign matter can collect around and under C-arm mount as it is possible 

with floor mounted systems. Also in case of KBC Zemun there will be no influence on cost of 

construction as floor has special construction so whether floor or ceiling will be reinforced is 

pricewise same. There will be no change in specification. 

Question2: 

 

Answer 2:While moving of C-arm or panning the table is same regarding coverage, it is far from same 

regarding workflow in cathlab. If only C-arm is moved this means staff does not move, it is less risky 



for patient to detach ECG cables, IBP transducers or even worse pull some wires as there is no 

patient table movement There will be no change in specification.  

Question3: 

 

Answer 3:Similar to previous answer. Patient table is not preferred in cathlab. If same requirement 

can be met only by moving C-arm then this is far better solution. This requirement is met by most 

vendors. There will be no change in specification. 

Question4: 

 

 

Answer 4:Steep RAO/LAO angulations enable better side access and smaller SID in that position. 

Most vendors offer requested angulations. There will be no change in specification 

Question 5: 

 

Answer 5:Vertical C-arm rotation in requested range enables free head access as well as more room 

during ICD, Pacemaker implantations. There will be no change in specification. 



Question6: 

 

 

Answer 6:Specification 2.2 is amended and now states: “Tabletop movement in longitudinal 

direction at least 100 cm and in lateral direction at least ±14 cm” 

Question7: 

 

Answer 7: 

Specification 3.5 is amended: “Generator has at least double inverter or angiograph has a fluoro UPS 

(uninterruptable power supply) and in case of malfunction the backup system can insensibly take 

over operation to provide x-ray imaging or other equivalent technology for inverter protection. 

Question8: 

 



 

Answer 8: According to information’s available to general population more than one vendor has this 

feature. There will be no change in specification. 

Question9: 

 

Answer 9: 

Smaller size of detector housing enables not only steeper angulations but also smaller SID for same 

angulation compared to system with larger detector housing and same angulation. This leads to 

sharper image and dose reduction for patient. There will be no change in specification. 

Question10: 

 



Answer 10: Specification 7.5 is amended: “Image zoom without x-ray dose increasing “Digital 

Acquisition Zoom” which can be applied on all available field of views with possibility of selection at 

least 4 different zoom factors in acquisition programs in following operating modes: Fluoroscopy, 

“Roadmap Fluoro”, Digital angiography, Digital Subtraction angiography.” 

Question11: 

 

Answer 11:According to information’s available to general population more than one vendor has this 

feature. Still, we are amending specification no 7.6: “System of data protection with at least 1 

redundancy disc (RAID 5) or by image storage in parallel on postprocessing workstation 

Question12: 

 

Answer 12:Specification 7.7 is amended: “Possibility of display at least 1 physiological signal which 

are taking over during appropriate image acquisition. Physiological signals are stored together with 

appropriate images and sent together with appropriate DICOM data”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question 13: 

LOT 1, Digital angiography system for cardio-vascular diagnostic and interventional 
procedures Institute for cardiovascular diseases “Dedinje” 

 

 

 

Specification 2.3: It is acceptable regarding tabletop to be width of 46 cm or more. 

Specification 5.1: Not acceptable. It is already explained. 

Specification 5.4: It is acceptable if 4 fields of view can provide magnification necessary for 

coronarography. 

Specification 5.8 Not acceptable. It must be rectangular flat panel detector with synchronized rotation 

and collimation regardless C-arm position. 

Specification 6.9:  Not acceptable. Road mapping must be in real time. 

Specification 6.15: Not acceptable. Vendor must provide preferable antivirus protection in case of 

warranty rights. 
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